
Characters D6 / Republic Clone Scuba Trooper
Clone Scuba Trooper

        Though clone troopers were genetically identical in design, a few

elite groups underwent specialized training to better prepare them for

specific environments. These combat skills were supplemented by

equipment modified for use on specific terrains. One notable group was

the clone SCUBA troopers. These aquatic assault troopers were outfitted

with modern gear that allowed them to effectively wage war against

aquatic cultures that would otherwise enjoy the advantage of fighting in a

difficult native environment. A clone SCUBA trooper's armor is lighter in

weight than the standard plastoid-alloy composite armor worn by the line

infantry. The helmet features lenses and sensors that help penetrate the

ocean murk and bring underwater enemies into crisp focus. Miniaturized

scrubbers built into the breathing unit are able to extract oxygen from

water environments, and allow for attachment of oxygen tanks. A clone

SCUBA trooper wears an aquatic propulsion pack and has

maneuverability jets incorporated into his shin guards to allow for

impressive underwater agility. Clone SCUBA troopers carry specialized

blaster rifles with a modified collimator barrel array that retards blaster bolt diffusion from the water

environment. These troopers are typically outfitted with explosives that take advantage of an ocean's

ability to transmit concussive shock. General Kit Fisto led an army of clone SCUBA troopers on Mon

Calamari during the Clone Wars. 

Dex: 3D

         Blaster: 6D

         Dodge: 6D

         Brawling Parry: 5D

Know: 3D

Mech: 3D

Perc: 3D

Str: 3D

         Brawling: 5D

         Swim: 6D

Tech: 3D



Move: 10

Size: 1.5-2.0 meters tall

Force Sensitive: No

Equipment:

         Clone Scuba Trooper Armour (+1D+2 Physical, +2 Energy, -1D Dexterity, Waterjets: Move 20 +1D

Dodge, Oxygen Scrubbers)

         Aquatic Modification CloneTrooper Blaster Rifle (5D+2)
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